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Abstract:
We have used the Hanbury Brown-Twiss effect to directly
compare the density correlations of a pulsed atom laser and a pulsed ultracold thermal source of metastable helium. It was found that the isotropic
RF outcoupling of atoms from a Bose-Einstein condensate does not result
in decoherence, while the ‘bunching’ typical of incoherent sources was
observed for thermal atoms. This new method significantly increases data
acquisition rates compared to previous measurements, and also permits
future novel experiments which may allow us to probe processes such as
the birth and death of a condensate by monitoring correlation effects.
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1.

Introduction

Correlation measurements are a powerful way of exploring fundamental quantum mechanical
phenomena which arise purely from the quantum statistics of particles. These effects can be
quantified with correlation functions, the order of which distinguishes the type of correlation.
The most familiar correlation function is that of the first order, which describes amplitude interferometry, and is related to the fringe visibility in a double slit experiment. However, while the
first order correlation function is highly sensitive to phase fluctuations, the second order correlation function provides a simple way of differentiating between different types of source. These
sources can be primarily classified as either thermal (incoherent) fermions, thermal bosons, and
coherent bosons, which will have different density (or intensity) correlations as evident from
their second order correlation functions.
The appeal of second order correlations was first realised in a stellar interferometry experiment by Hanbury Brown and Twiss, who attempted to measure the angular width of stars [1],
which are incoherent sources of bosons. Thermal bosons were found to arrive at the detector
in ‘bunches’, where the likelihood of measuring a photon a very short time after the previous one increases as the path length difference between the interferometer arms was reduced.
On the other hand, no correlations exist in a second order-coherent source such as an optical
laser operating well above threshold. Although initial experiments were conducted in the 1950s
with light, the field of atom optics has progressed over the last two decades to the point where
ultracold neutral atom clouds suitable for the demonstration of this so-called Hanbury BrownTwiss (HBT) effect can be created [2]. By cooling the atoms to ultracold temperatures, their de
Broglie wavelength becomes sufficiently large for intensity correlations to be measured with
current experimental techniques.
Previous experiments measuring the HBT effect in neutral atoms can be categorised by
the method of outcoupling and detecting the atoms. One technique is a sudden magnetic trap
switch-off, which drops ultracold clouds onto a detector capable of measuring single atoms. In
this case, metastable helium (He∗ ) is an ideal species to use as its ∼20 eV of internal energy [3]
permits the use of a microchannel plate and delay-line detector, which offers unique single
atom detection capabilities with three-dimensional information [4]. This method was used to
demonstrate the ‘bunching’ of thermal atoms and lack of correlations in the atomic equivalent
of a laser, the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), in 4 He∗ [5]. Similarly, ‘anti-bunching’ was
observed in a thermal source of fermionic 3 He∗ [6].
Another approach has been to continuously outcouple trapped atoms using narrowband radiation [7]. As 87 Rb was used in this case, a high finesse cavity was implemented to measure
temporal information for single atoms. While a direct comparison of an atom laser and continuous thermal source was not possible, bunching was observed in a pseudothermal beam.
Vast amounts of data are required to ensure robust statistics for correlation measurements,
however data acquisition rates in previous experiments using He∗ [5,6] and Rb [7] were limited
by either low atomic flux or detector saturation. The stability of our BiQUIC magnetic trap [8]
permits the use of a pulsed atomic source, circumventing the saturation of the detector which
increases our data acquisition rate by an order of magnitude.
In addition, we are able to investigate whether any decoherence of the condensate occurs
when atoms are outcoupled with broadband radiation. Such radiation interacts with the atom
cloud isotropically and gives a representative sample of the entire cloud. The dynamics of
the outputcoupling process, however, are significantly different to those induced by a sudden
switch off of the magnetic trapping potential. First, the outcoupled pulse interacts with the stilltrapped dense condensate, thereby evolving under stronger atom-atom interactions [9]. Second,
when atoms are coupled out the mean-field repulsion inside the condensate is reduced which
can lead to collective oscillations and possible multi-mode behaviour of the cloud [9]. These
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oscillations lead to fluctuations in the condensate density, and are thus possible sources for loss
of pulse coherence. Third, the outcoupled pulse is transferred into the m f = 0 state resulting
in Penning processes which produce charged particles and low energy neutral helium atoms.
Fourth, by outcoupling multiple pulses (up to 30) in the same realisation of the experiment we
probe the long term (up to a second) stability of the second order correlation function of the
system. Hence, our method can be thought of as a minimally destructive real time probe of
the coherence properties of the ultracold atom cloud, enabling new experiments that probe the
evolution of temporal correlations of the entire cloud to be performed, allowing the formation
of the BEC to be studied in detail.
2.

Background

2.1.

Second Order Correlation Function

The Hanbury Brown-Twiss effect can be understood by considering the second order correlation function g(2) (r1 , r2 ;t1 ,t2 ), which is the joint probability of simultaneously measuring two
particles at positions and times (r1 ,t1 ) and (r2 ,t2 ) [10]. It is defined in Eq. (1) as
G(2) (r1 , r2 ;t1 ,t2 )

,
G(2) (r1 , r1 ;t1 ,t1 )G(2) (r2 , r2 ;t2 ,t2 )


G(2) (r1 , r2 ;t1 ,t2 ) = Ô† (r1 ,t1 )Ô† (r2 ,t2 )Ô(r2 ,t2 )Ô(r1 ,t1 ) ,
g(2) (r1 , r2 ;t1 ,t2 ) =

(1)
(for pure states) (2)

where Ô in Eq. (2) is the operator representing measurement. For example, if we use stationary
pure boson modes where measurement is performed with the annihilation operator â for an
interferometer with path time difference τ , then (suppressing spatial coordinates) we get Eq. (3)
 †

â (0)â† (τ )â(τ )â(0)
(2)
g (τ ) =
.
(3)
â† (0)â(0)2
By taking τ = 0, and given that [â, â† ] = 1 yields Eq. (4)

(2)

g (0) =

â† â

= 1+

2

  2  

+ (â† â)2 − â† â − â† â


σn2 − â† â
â† â2

â† â2

,

,
(4)

where the variance in expected number is σn2 = (â† â)2  − â† â2 . The difference between
thermal and coherent sources can be understood
given the dependence on this variance. For a
 
thermal source with expected number â† â = n, σn2 = n2 + n leads to g(2) (0) = 2 which is
the ‘bunching’ of incoherent bosons where a pair of atoms arriving simultaneously is twice as
likelyas would
occur if no correlations existed. However, for second order-coherent state |α 

†
with â â = |α |2 , σn2 = |α |2 and thus g(2) (0) = 1, and in fact g(2) (τ ) = 1 ∀τ which means
that the arrival times of coherent bosons on the detector follows an uncorrelated Poissonian
distribution at all times.
In general, g(2) (τ ) → 1 monotonically as τ becomes large, as correlations ‘wash out’ at
large temporal (or equivalently spatial) separations. The time over which correlations persist
is an important consideration for designing experiments, and the use of massive particles adds
complexity compared to correlation measurements with light. Detailed analysis [11] has shown
that for a thermal atom cloud dropped under gravity in the z direction from a magnetic trap will
have a correlation time t (cor) = lz /vz , where the correlation length at the detector is lz = h̄t/(msz )
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for drop time t, velocity at detector vz , and atom mass m of a cloud of size sz in the magnetic
trap. We can use sz = [kT /(mωz2 )]1/2 for atoms at temperature T in a harmonic trap of with
frequency ωz in the z direction.
Although the above equations hold for a single cloud dropped from a trap, the situation for a
continuously outcoupled thermal beam is different. In the z direction, the correlation time will
instead be t (cor) = h̄/ΔE for energy spread ΔE [11].
2.2.

Motivation for pulsed beam

The use of a continuously outcoupled thermal beam results in a significant reduction in the correlation time for helium. If we outcouple isotropically such that ΔE = mvΔv for Δv =[kT /m]1/2 ,
the correlation time would be of order 100 ns for our experiment at 850 nK, compared to ∼120
μ s for dropped clouds. Continuous outcoupling thus requires a lengthy data acquisition process, as the limited flux measurable on our detector leads to a low likelihood of a pair of atoms
being detected within the short correlation time. If we instead outcouple in a spatially selective
manner to reduce the energy spread, then ΔE at the detector would be greater for He* than for
other species such as rubidium [7] due to the ellipsoid shape of its outcoupling surface [12].
We cannot increase the data acquisition rate by simply dropping larger clouds onto the detector, due to saturation which occurs for pulses of ∼105 atoms. However, we trap ∼106 atoms
and apply a series of Fourier broadened RF pulses to emulate the repeated dropping of small
clouds, which significantly improves the duty cycle and collection efficiency as we do not discard many atoms. In contrast, the peak flux measureable with a cavity is typically ∼1 kHz [7],
approximately three orders of magnitude less than a delay-line detector. Our method samples
the cloud isotropically, rather than outcoupling from a localised region, which gives a better
representation of the entire cloud. Also, by only outcoupling a small portion of the atoms at
once, we cause minimal perturbation to the cloud. Finally, this method allows g(2) of an atom
laser to be directly compared to that of an RF outcoupled thermal source for the first time, by
measuring the two under identical conditions.
3.
3.1.

Experimental Setup and Method
Apparatus

The basic experimental apparatus has been described previously [8]. A recent addition, however, was the installation of a Roentdek DLD80 delay-line detection system located 800 mm
below the magnetic trap, which provides high-resolution temporal and spatial measurements of
single metastable helium atoms (see Fig. 1).
The specifications of the delay-line detector are a spatial resolution found to be consistent
with manufacturers claim of ∼100 μ m, a maximum flux of 1 MHz, and a dead time of 20 ns.
Our resolution was estimated from an image produced by atoms passing through a calibration
test mask situated 10 mm above the detection system. This is in contrast to the apparatus used
in a previous similar experiment, which operated at a flux of ∼700 kHz and a resolution of
∼250 μ m [13], so our new detection system should in principle yield superior results.
3.2.

Method

Ultracold clouds of He∗ were created using the methods outlined in [8]. The radial trapping
frequency for the magnetic trap was 2π × 500 Hz, while the axial frequency was 2π × 50 Hz.
Atoms were then released from the trap at 29 ms intervals using 20 μ s pulses of RF radiation,
which spin-flips them to a field-insensitive state. Given that the pulses had a larger Fourier
width than both the chemical potential of the condensate ∼8 kHz and the thermal width of the
non-degenerate cloud ∼30 kHz, the radiation interacted with the atoms in the cloud uniformly
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Fig. 1. Atoms are outcoupled in pulses from the BiQUIC trap using RF radiation, and
fall under gravity onto the detection system below. A micro-channel plate (not shown)
allows single atoms to be measured on a delay-line detector, which causes a signal pulse to
propagate in both directions along two helical delay-line wires for a 2D spatial image (only
one wire shown). The time taken for the signal to reach the ends of each wire is measured,
from which the arrival time and position can be calculated [4].

over a wide range of energies, or equivalently all spatial positions in the trap, giving a good
representative sample of the cloud.
The atoms were then dropped ∼800 mm under gravity onto a micro-channel plate and delayline detector (see Fig. 1), which recorded the arrival time and position of each atom detected.
The large drop distance is desirable to increase the transverse correlation length of the thermal
clouds which reduces the washing out of the signal due to finite detector resolution. The second
order correlation function g(2) (τ ) was calculated for two separate experimental runs, one for
thermal atoms slightly above the condensation temperature, and the other for a pulsed atom
laser. To achieve this, for each detection event we found the time difference τ between this and
subsequent atoms landing no more than 700 μ m away. These time differences were used to
create a histogram with 20 μ s bins, which gave the unnormalised correlation function G(2) (τ ).
This was then normalised by the autocorrelated bulk intensity profile to find g(2) (τ ).
4.
4.1.

Results
Intensity profile

The temporal intensity profile of atoms detected, averaged for 10 experimental cycles of atoms
above the condensation temperature, is shown in Fig. 2. The 20 μ s RF bursts resulted in each
pulse of atoms arriving at the detector in a ∼20 ms window. The final, high flux peak was the
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atoms remaining in the trap after the 30 RF pulses being dropped when the magnetic trap was
switched off.
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Fig. 2. Intensity of thermal atoms arriving at detector binned in 1 ms increments. The
time-of-flight profile for the atom laser is similar, albeit for narrower pulses with a lower
temperature. The power of the RF outcoupling is increased during the experimental cycle
to make the relative intensity of the atomic pulses more uniform

The temperature of each thermal pulse was 850 ± 100 nK. This temperature spread slightly
changed the bunching amplitude (g(2) − 1) of the correlation function measured. Condensates
were identified easily given the shape of the spatial intensity profile measured on the detector,
and as such we tuned the cooling process to finish either side of the condensation temperature.
Given the stability of our trap, condensates or thermal clouds were created in a controlled and
repeatable manner. The pulsed atom laser was created by outcoupling atoms from a BEC in the
same way.
4.2.

Correlation function

The correlation plot for thermal atoms (Fig. 3) was calculated from 1700 experimental cycles
resulting in ∼105 correlated pairs per 20 μ s time bin. The correlation time of the thermal atoms
was found to be 102 μ s, given by the width of a Gaussian fit, where the theoretical estimate is
120 ± 20 μ s. Given we typically form a condensate at around 600 nK, the correlation time cannot be increased significantly under these experimental conditions. The bunching amplitude in
the plot of 0.024 is lower than the ideal value of 1, due to factors such as the finite resolution of
the detector and the spatial binning of detections into discs of diameter 700 μ m, the latter being
chosen to maximise the signal to noise ratio. While smaller bins lead to a superior bunching
amplitude as the correlated pair detections are less likely to become washed out by pairs with
large separations, more data needs to be acquired as the number of pair detections per bin will
decrease, leading to larger relative shot noise.
A simulation which accounts for our spatial binning regime and detector resolution was
performed to determine the anticipated bunching amplitude. The detector resolution is included
as an effect which increases the average observed distance between pairs of atoms separated
by a distance comparable to the resolution. The bunching amplitude for a pair of atoms at this
adjusted separation distance was then computed using the model developed by Viana Gomes
et al. [11], and then averaged for a collection of pair detections generated uniformly within a
disc of diameter 700 μ m. While this simple model was somewhat dependent on assumptions
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such as the influence of detector resolution, a bunching amplitude of ∼4% was expected. The
discrepancy between our calculated and measured correlation amplitude and time is due to
effects including imperfections in the normalisation of the experimental correlation function.
Although our signal to noise ratio is currently limited by statistical error, by binning at a
resolution limit of 100 μ m we may be able to increase our bunching amplitude by an order of
magnitude, which is not possible with a detector of significantly poorer resolution, nor is it an
appealing notion if acquiring data at a much slower rate. Nonetheless, a correlation function
with similar signal to noise as previous experiments [5] was achieved, verifying the validity of
our method.
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Fig. 3. Plot of second order correlation function g(2) (τ ) for thermal atoms at 850 nK (top)
and for a pulsed atom laser (bottom). The error bars shown are shot noise.

The correlation function for the pulsed atom laser (Fig. 3), produced from 1700 experimental
cycles with 105 − 106 correlated pairs per 20 μ s time bin, was also fitted to a Gaussian function in the same manner as for the thermal clouds. However, the best fit was for a bunching
amplitude of zero, meaning that no bunching was observed in the pulsed atom laser. In general, the observation of bunching of thermal atoms is difficult, as the temperature must be low
enough to ensure that the correlation time is sufficiently large, and the detector resolution must
be good enough to prevent g(2) (τ ) from washing out to unity. However, given that we observed
bunching in thermal bosons, yet no bunching for a pulsed atom laser under identical conditions,
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we can conclusively see that the coherence of the atom laser has not been compromised by the
outcoupling process.
5.

Conclusion

We have directly compared the second order correlations of a pulsed atom laser and pulsed
thermal source, and found this to be the same as for dropping single clouds [5]. This demonstrates that the RF outcoupling process does not perturb the second order coherence of the
atoms. Considering the tendancy of helium to fountain upwards and thus have a large spread in
momentum as it is outcoupled [12], as well as losses due to Penning ionisation [3], one would
suspect that helium is a species at high risk of decoherence upon outcoupling. Therefore, our results indicate that any other species should retain coherence when outcoupled in this way. Also,
this measurement was carried out an order of magnitude faster than previous experiments [13],
meaning data with a similar signal to noise ratio to previous results can now be acquired in a
day.
Given our ability to outcouple pulses of atoms in a controllable way, especially considering that they are in a field-insensitive state, this new method allows future experiments to be
performed which could lead to a more thorough investigation of how the correlation function
changes with time across a phase transition. Although this has been performed with first order
correlation functions [14], this would be the first time that the second order coherence of an
atom cloud crossing the condensation threshold could be probed using unambiguous density
correlations.
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